
How Best to Support the 26th Annual Fort Robinson
Outbreak Spiritual Run During Covid-19

Every year, the Fort Robinson Outbreak Spiritual Run enjoys the support of communities along our journey.

As always, we welcome your prayers, your encouragement and support knowing that together we must

maintain high safety standards to keep our communities healthy from further spread of COVID-19. To that

end, thank you for upholding the safety measures that we ask all supporters, participants, and

chaperones to practice.

- Limiting direct contact with runners, leaders and our group at Day of Education, Breakout Site and

anywhere along route.

- Your songs, prayers, and encouragement are encouraged from outside the Rebuilt barracks as the

runners breakout at Fort Robinson on the night of January 9th, 2022 at 10 PM.

- Support us from afar - follow social distance protocols: Maintain a distance of 6 ft at all times.

- We welcome the prayers, songs, cheering, car horns honking, the lu lu’s and le le’s anywhere along

the route, this uplifts our runners.

- Wear masks at all times, wash hands regularly and use hand sanitizer regularly.

- Get temperature & symptoms checked two times a day at breakfast and supper while with the

group.

- Stay home or leave immediately if a temperature of 101 degrees Fereinheit or higher develops or

COVID-19 symptoms become apparent.

-

You will notice these changes this year as a result of the pandemic:

- There will only be up to 50 youth runners this year (2022) and selection is based on those who

fully commit to the responsibility and safety measures.

- Again, this year, the run has shifted back to its original route running from Crawford NE to Hot

Springs SD, bypassing the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. We hold all our Lakota Relatives in

prayer and we welcome you if you would like to encourage our runners as they are traveling on

their route.

- We will not be participating in large indoor community feeds/meals.

All of these measures allow us to ground ourselves in prayer for all the People. Thank you for

supporting the 26th Annual Fort Robinson Outbreak Spiritual Run!  We look forward to the time when

we can all be together again.

The Covid policies and expectations were designed by working closely with the following sources:

CDC Guidelines | MTXC Guidelines | MTState Athletics

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xViq8srm4TRS1nji4hi4SPRwQQ-bQjov/view?usp=drive_web
https://cdn4.sportngin.com/attachments/document/20b4-2216837/2020-21_MHSA_Cross_Country_Covid_Rules_1_.pdf#_ga=2.240194884.675629013.1608315431-838408996.1608315431
https://www.mhsa.org/coronavirus

